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If you see fabric you like in this edition of The  Look, 

don’t wait too long to order. The amounts available are in some choices less than usual! 

 

To Find Fabric and Patterns 

 

Visit the Casual Elegance website … www.casualelegancefabric.com 

 

1. Click on Fabric 

2.  Click on FALL, 2014, SEMINAR LEFTOVER FABRICS used in this edition. 

3. Refer to general fabric and pattern categories listed for other products. 

 

 ALL pattern references are EXCUSIVELY Loes Hinse Design and Studio patterns. 
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     COME ON IN ... 

     

     TO LOES’ WORLD! 
 

 
Although Loes’ Sewing Seminars each March and October are lo-

cated in a hotel three blocks from her Studio, the sign above her 

door is a welcome sight as each attendee on Friday evening of 

each seminar walks under that sign and is welcomed into “Loes’ 

World.” The next morning, the group embarks again into her Stu-

dio with excitement and appreciation getting a first-hand look at and chance to try on her gar-

ments and jewelry creations. They also get Loes’ advice! 

 

From there, the majority of the seminar time is spent in the hotel’s conference room. There 

Loes demonstrates her techniques, personally gives attendees guidance, and answers the myri-

ad of questions that always arise. This includes in a group setting as well as individually. 

                                                                                                                                      

Loes’ Carmel Studio is the showcase for her creativity. Everyone entering and seeing the 

“whole picture” of what she does results in more appreciation of her ability and classic, timeless       

designs.  

 

Most of the actual design process takes place in her workroom a few miles from Carmel. This 

process evolves over a period of time with the results eventually arriving in her Studio and then 

in sewing patterns available to us, people interested in sewing garments. Attending a seminar 

offers a preview of her latest designs (prior to publication/most still in process) and the oppor-

tunity to trace these patterns and then sew using them. Loes’ observing these sewn garments 

at the seminars on various body shapes often results in adding a few more tweaks here and 

there before actual publication. It is all part of the process! And the seminar people get the first 

look and experience with them. 

 

In addition to using Loes’ classic designs in pattern form, incorporating her philosophy and 

techniques are a vital part of sewing success. For the most part, they are more easily grasped 

when seen in person via demonstration and explanation. This is where the seminars become a 

great opportunity. Her techniques and philosophy are different from most of what we have 

learned in the past. But what a difference they make in speed and quality when making       

garments! 

 

As seminar people hear, part of Loes’ philosophy includes the type of machines used to create 

garments.  

 

In her garment production, industrial sewing machines and industrial 5 thread sergers are 

used. The 5 thread serger is used for all garment seams. That includes a line of stitching and 

overcast edges of seam allowance in one step.  For straight stitching, when a serger is inappro-

priate, an industrial sewing machine is used. For the home sewer, the object is to duplicate 

that!  

 

At the seminars, the question always arises regarding which machines and sergers are best.  
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The home sewer, in most cases, does not have access to industrial machines. So what does 

Loes recommend? First of all for “regular” sewing machines, she advocates not using cost as a 

measure of quality and ease of use. Many of the machines with better quality stitching, compa-

rable to an industrial machine, come from older and/or less expensive machines. The Singer 

Featherweight is a good example. There are others. For the most part, these machines are in-

tended to sew a straight stitch with the possibility of a few other options. They are not compli-

cated with a computerized program attempting to accomplish a myriad of varying stitches and 

designs. They are basic. They are uncomplicated. They are usually less expensive. They are 

quality in the type of stitch they produce.  

Sergers follow along with the same philosophy. Her patterns are intended for use of a 5 thread 

serger. This duplicates the industrial 5 thread serger used in her garment production. The 5 

thread includes a chain stitch (straight line) and overcast edges accomplished in one step.  

However, many people own 3/4 thread sergers rather than a 5 thread. In that case, the 5 

thread approach can be duplicated using 3 threads (less bulk than 4) when overcasting the 

seams. Then 3/8” in from fabric edge, a line of straight stitches is sewn on the regular sewing 

machine. The combination of these two steps mimics the 5 thread.  

 

Obviously, the 5 thread is more efficient. Once down a seam, and it is done. Not only that, the 

end result when using a 5 thread is more professional looking.  

  

Getting the ‘hang’ of using any serger with multiple threads—3/4 and 5 thread takes time. The 

5 thread serger seems more daunting and complicated. After all, you are dealing with 5 differ-

ent threads going through the machine, each with a different purpose. That said, it obviously is 

more complicated than a 3/4 thread. But, the quality of good 5 thread stitching does not com-

pare with the 3/4 thread plus line of machine stitching.  

So what is a good 5 thread machine? Again, don’t get caught up in … a more expensive ma-

chine means a better machine. We have found the Juki comes close to an industrial machine. 

And they are not as expensive as some other models. We have seen other good 5 thread 

sergers. Interestingly at the last seminar, it was discovered the serger Loes liked best was a 

brand made by Juki! We are not trying to sell or advocate certain machines. What we do advo-

cate is, if possible, a 5 thread will save time and end in better quality sewn garments. It 

doesn’t have to be the most expensive machine to ensure quality.  

At the seminars, we have seen people feeling overwhelmed by their 5 thread serger. It takes 

time! It takes commitment! We have seen people give up on their 5 threads—totally out of in-

timidation and feeling overwhelmed. It is just a machine!!  Give yourself time to thread (most 

come with instructions), time to rethread (something is ‘haywire’). You will do it over and over 

and over. But when you start feeling like your machine is your friend—soon to be a good 

friend, you will get the ‘hang’ of it! Loes says, “Make peace with your machine. Acknowledge it 

and appreciate its use!”  It is amazing when you do …. you will quickly become proficient using 

your 5 thread! And then you will realize 

and LOVE how great it is and how you 

love the garments you are sewing! 

One of our goals is to provide you with 

information and inspiration. We just 

gave some information. Now let’s go on 

to … inspiration!  

We hope the following pages will       

provide just that! 

 

The Holidays are here!  

Give yourself the gift you really want ... 

 FABRIC … and … Loes’ PATTERNS. 

They are all on our website! 
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PATTERNS USED IN THIS EDITION OF “THE LOOK” 

 

 

 

 

 

BIANCA TOP           

Loes Hinse Design     

   ASCONA PANTS 

                            Loes Hinse Studio 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

BARCELONA JACKET   

Loes Hinse Studio        

          OXFORD PANTS 

         Loes Hinse Design 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SWEATER COAT 

Loes Hinse Design 
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Animal Print w/hint of 

Mauve, Rayon Jersey 

Cocoa w/Hint of 

Mauve Open 

Weave Knit  

TOPS 

Black and 

Mauve Sweater 

Black/Ivory   

Horizontal Weave  

Knit 
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MORE TOPS 

Black/Mauve Sweater Knit 

Loes rolled hemmed edges. 

                    Navy Textured Knit 

Palest Gray Heather Knit 

Surprisingly, Loes put this 

gray knit with Cocoa            

Tencel Gab pants. 
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Jackets … Cardigans 
 

Yes, it is a large plaid. 

Don’t think … “large plaid!”  

Made up, it is gorgeous. 

If you love the couture look, 

this jacket is for you! Barcelo-

na pattern in this beautiful 

“couture” fabric.                   

Black/Ivory Horizontal           

Weave Knit 

Same great fabric as made 

into a Bianca on Tops page.  

Black and White Thread over-

lapping in the weave read 

gray  in some places. 

 

This Jacket (Barcelona) In        

Charcoal Heavier Weight Knit 

 

Loes suggests the                              

Sweater Coat Pattern                       

for this heavier weight tweed.  
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And more …. 

 

Barcelona Jacket pattern in this beautiful horizontal         

mauve texture knit. Texture is in 1” bands.  

Loes lentghtened this jacket. 

If more length is desired, simply add 

at cardigan’s bottom cut line. 

 

This beautiful woven fabric has a slight sheen with 

a herringbone woven texture. Inside has a very 

slight fleece feel. Sew jacket and then launder. Ma-

chine wash cold/line dry or dry very low. The 

sheen will lessen and the fabric becomes softer. 

Wonderful to wear. Goes with everything! 
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     What to wear with your new  

      “tops” and “jacket-cardigans?” 

          Pants, of course! 

Basic black, a good choice.  

 Check out the black microfiber              

collection on website. 

 

Add brown!  

Two shades …  wool blend 

             …  rayon blend  

Check out our “Cream/Ivory/

White Knit Collection now on 

sale on our website.  

Always a great basic to have 

hanging in your closet.  

See website collection! 

Oxford Pant Pattern 

Ascot Pant Pattern 

    Bianca Top Pattern 
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Now you have seen “leftover seminar fabric”                  

from Loes’ Fall Sewing Seminars in Carmel. 

 

At the seminars, there are new fabrics which at that time have not been added  

to the website.  

This current fabric from our October seminars is now up. 

It is your turn to purchase and sew! 

 

 

 

DATES FOR 2015 LOES HINSE SEWING SEMAINRS IN CARMEL, CALIFORNIA  

 

March 6-10 

March 20-25 

October 2-6 

October 23-27 

 

They are filling up fast. Don’t miss your opportunity to attend! 

First hand, learn from Loes her industrial approach to sewing. 

And of course, her guidance and suggestions for what works for YOU! 

That includes fitting, color, and basic garment shapes . 

Call or email for information. Contact information on last page. 
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PLEASE NOTE ON THE WEBSITE … 

SALE ITEMS!  JUST FOR YOU! 

 

 

The Holiday Season is a 

busy time. In case we don’t 

get an edition of The Look 

published during that time, 

we wish all of you a very                                     

Happy Holiday Season! 

Casual Elegance 

P.O. Box 6453 

Chico, CA  95927 

 

 

P  530.343.6838    E      info@casualelegancefabric.com     

F  530.894.5321    W    casualelegancefabric.com 

Loes Hinse Studio 

P.O. Box 1991 

Carmel, CA  92921 

San Carlos Square, between 5th & 6th 

Carmel, CA  

P  888.554.5637                                                                    

F  831.309.6225  

from Loes and Sharon 


